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THE MUON STICKING FACTOR IN MUON CATALYZED
FUSION ANO THE OTHER ASPECT OF THIS FUSION
PROCESS*

H. Takahashi

ABSTRACT

The effect of resonance nuclear fusion
reaction on the i n i t i a l muon st ick ing fac-
tor is formulated. The analysis shows that
i t is very sensit ive to the resonance pa-
rameter, and the factor calculated, using
the molecular wave function obtained by the
Diffusion Monte Carlo method, is 0.1 ± 0.01
for the presently evaluated resonance pa-
rameter. The analysis of the multistep ex-
c i ta t ion effect on the reactivation factor
shows that the effect is not so large, and
the analysis of muonic x-ray spectra of
M3He from Pyd and dyd fusions is in yood
agreement with the values measured by Bossy
et a l .

The use of coherent x-ray for s t r i p -
ping muon st ick ing to the a par t ic le in dut
fusion is discussed. The ionization cross
section by coherent x-ray, whose energy is
less than the ionization energy, is appre-
ciable in the case when the vector poten-
t i a l produced by coherent x-ray becomes
more than 107 v o l t .

The t ra jector ies of ir~ meson, which is
produced by hadron - Low A target mater ia l ,
under the B9 and Bz magnetic f ie lds are
studied, together with the use of single
crystal beam window for muon catalyzed f u -
sion reactor.

INTRODUCTION

Recent experimental studies demon-
strated that very high efficiency of a muon
catalysis in deuterum-tritium fusion is ob-

In this paper, tne effect of resonance
nuclear fusion on the Mj* antl tlia nultiple
excitation during the yn atom slowing down
process on the reactivation factor R, and
the analysis of the recent measurement of
x-ray following the muon fusion are dis-
cussed in Sections 2 and 3. The use of co-
herent x-ray for stripping of mion from the
attached a, is discussed in Section 3. The
way of collecting •*" mason produced by in-
jecting hadron to the light A target, and
the use of single crystal for hadron beam
window for the fusion reactor are discussed
in Stiction 4.

2. THE EFFECT OF RESONANCE NUCLEAR FlilSIJN
REACTION OH THE INITIAL
FACTOR

STICKttiS

The effect of nuclear fusion reaction
on the initial ouon sticking factor has
been studied by several authors (Kef. 7 -
10). The Bogdanova et al., analysis {Ref.
7) using the adiabatic representation meth-
od shows the small effect, and Kaufmann et
al. analysis <{Kef. 8) snows the large ef-
fect. Rafeiski et al., especially pointed
out the importance of the nuclear DT reso-
nance in sHe(3/2) on muonic sticking.
Their approximate calculation indicates
that the initial sticking factor is reduced
from 0.9% to 0.3% assuming that the reso-
nance energy of 5He(3/2) state is £a = (2+
12) KeV.

We reformulated the initial sticking
factor through resonance channel-as,

(2)

dr,)*



tafned In the dt mixture with hfgh density
close to the liquid hydrogen (Ref. 1, 2)
Whether the nnuon catalysis can be really
relied upon as an alternative energy gener-
ation depends on the number of fusions oc-
curring .y one muon, and on the amount of
energy neaded to produce a slow muon 1n the
dt mixture (Ref. 3). The bottleneck in the
catalyzed fusion chain Is the loss of the
muon in the (ya+n) channel, where the muon
sticks to the a particle. This sticking
factor is expressed as the product obtained
by the multiplication of the initial stick-
ing factor, W|» by the difference between
1 and a reactivation factor R {Ref. 4,5,6):

Useff (1)

where •fjnffJ is the final wave function
of muon sticking to the fusion product a*
which moved away from the.,, react ion point
w«th high velocity, tdo (Rjt) *s tne door-
way wave function associated with the reso-
nance formation of 5He{3/2) state, and tne
approximate one for the t-th orbital angu-
lar mounts is expressed as:

(2kR )

(3)
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In Equation 2, $m]{ru tRnj) is the
dut molecular wave function, and in our
analysis, this is calculated by the Diffu-
sion Monte Carlo method with a small time
step. In Figure 1, the calculated muonic
sticking factor for the Is, 2s, 2p states
for the resonance energies Er = 32.1 KeV
and 60 KeV are shown as functions of the
half width rr/2.

The large half width produces a stick-
ing factor close to one without taking into
account the nuclear reaction, and the small
half width resonance gives a small sticking
factor. However, in the case of Er = 60
KeV and rr/2 = 90 KeV, the sticking factor
is higher than that calculated without a
nuclear reaction. The doorway state
changes the sticking factor drastically.
The resonance parameters are presently
evaluated as Er = 55 ± 8 KeV and rr/2 =
38.6 KeV. The sticking factor for this
parameter is calculated as 0.1 ±0.01%.

3. THE EFFECT OF MULTIPLE STEP EXCITATION
ON THE REACTIVATION AND X-RAY INTENSITIES
FOLLOWING THE FUSION dud, dut AND put

The muon that initially sticks to the
a particle is stripped during the slowing
down process of the muonic atom. Muons at-
tached in the ground and the excited states
will be excited, ionized and transferred to
the surrounding atoms by charge transfer.
The cascade calculations, for the above
process, indicated that the reactivation
factor R for dut is not strongly dependant
on the target density as shown in (Ref. 6),
and for the liquid hydrogen density it is
obtained that R = 25%. In these calcula-

y3He atom in the ddy fusion is snail com-
pared with the one of dtu fusion, and ttio
stripping cross sections from the excited
states become large in the small velocity
range. Thus, the inuons are stripped away
from the excited stater, before the de-exci-
tation by Auger transition occurs, in the
early stage of the slowing down process.

The x-ray measurement following the
fusion gives the information of this cas-
cade process. H. Bussy et al., (Ref. 12)
measured x-ny spectra of j»3He from the y~
catalyzed pd and dd fusion. Me calculated
this cascade process {Kef. 13) and found
that the calculated value of y3He(3+l)/
u3He{2+l) ratio of dyd and pud fusion shows
good agreement with the experimental re-
sults. The ratio of u3He(4+l)/wHe(2-».l) for
dyd is a little higher than the experiment,
but it is within the experimental error as
shown in Table III.

For the pud fusion, the initial veloc-
ity of procuced p3He is so small that the
x-ray intensities are calculated by as-
suming that the cascade process occurs only
at radiative and Auger transition. The
values for p-0 are calculated under the
same assumption.

4. USE OF COHERENT X-RAY FOR STRIPPING! THE
STICKING MUOW

At the last conference (Ref. 14), the
use of incoherent x-ray for stripping off
the muon attached to the a particle was
discussed. Because of the small ionization
cross section of about 1000 barn, the high
intensity x-ray of lO^W/cm2 is required to
strip the muon within the interval of 2x-



and for the liquid hydrogen density it is
obtained that R - 25%. In these calcula-
tions, however, the excitations from the
excited states are neglected*. Menshikov
acd Ponomarev (Ref. 11), recently studied,
analytically, the effect of multiple step
excitation on the reactivation and obtained
a rather large activation factor of 35%.
This excitation is expected to be the ex-
planation for the large densities effect of
the sticking factor. To study this, the
numerical cascade calculation using the ex-
citation and ionization cross sections used
by the Menshikov et al., is carried out.
The results are shown in Table I. The re-
activation factor is 24.8%, which is
slightly higher than the no multistep cal-
culation of 23.9%. The effect of the mul-
tisteps excitation is not so large. The
reason for this is a rather large Auger
transfer from the high excited state (n=5
and 6 ) . This transfer reduces the popula-
tion of the high excited states in a very
short time.

Table II shows that the dyd fusion has
a rathe- large density effect on the reac-
tivation factor. The initial velocity of

cross section OT about i»)uu barn, the high
intensity x-ray of lO^y/cm2 is required to
strip the muon within the interval of 2x-
10~s sec. Due to the incoherency of thex-
ray, the energy of the x-ray should be
higher than the union ionization energy
{5.63 KeV), and the technology to make the
mirror for this hard energy x-ray does not
presently exist.

If we use the high intensity coherent
x-ray instead of the incoherent one, we can
ionize the muon with lowar energy x-ray
than the muon ionizaticn energy, and tech-
nology to make the mirror for this soft x-
ray Is much easier than the mirror for toe
hard x-ray.

Figure 2 shows the ionization cross
section of muon ty coherent x-ray, in cases
where the vector potentials created by co-
herent x-ray are A = 10s - 108 volt.
These are calculated by using the formula
(4) derived by treating the coherent x-ray
as the classical field.



Photo ionization cross section:

(a/z)3 dn
(4)

where wr, kr are the angular freq. 4 wave
vectors; a, is the muonic Bohr radius; k,
the emitting electron wave vector; Jn, the
nth order's Bessei function; and A, is the
vector potential.

The cross section depends on the vector
potential. For the small vector potential
of A=105 volt, the cross section is very
small for the x-ray which energy is less
than the ionization energy. The cross sec-
tion becomes close to the one for the inco-
herent x-ray. The lack of sharp peak ob-
served in the experiment, and more refined
theory in our calculation is due to the
fact that we used the Born approximation.

Thus the vector potential A increases
106-108 volt, the cross section for sub-
threshold energy becomes large, and they
become the comparable order of one for
over-threshold energy incoherent x-ray.
This study indicates that the muort attached
o particle can be ionized by soft x-ray, A,
if we can make the vector potential order
of A»107 volt by the coherent radiation.

Figures 3 and 4 shew the trajectories
of it" mesons produced with energy E^ = 100
MeV, and the various directions at point of
(x,y,z) = (l,0,G)cm in the magnetic field
of Sz = 10 Tesla, 3 ™ = b, 10 Tesia. The
strong B = 1 0 Tesla field reflects back
the ir~ meson in a short distance, but the
3 e o = 5 Tesla field requires a larger dis-
tance, and JT" meson is drifted away from
the z axis. The trajectories show that the
*- meson with 100 MeV is confined witrain
the 20 cm radius cylindrical solenoid.

The combination of the mirror magnetic
field, which is also devised in the Eleazer
et al., concept (itef. 19), and B9 field
could be used for reflecting back the it"
meson or y~ meson more effectively. This
application of 8 9 field is used for col-
lecting antiprotons for antiproton storage
rings (Ref. 18, 19). This field, created
by 150 kA - 750kA electric current
through a liquid lithium target, enhances
the forward direction emission of the anti-
protons. The same scheme can apply for the
IT" meson transport.

The Eleazer et al., novel scheme
(Ref. 17} for combining the target and syn-
thesizer roles into one DT medium region,
has a problem. To use the accelerated tri-
ton beam efficiently, the triton beam,
which does not nuclear collision and only
does the coulomb collision, will be recir-
cuVated. Due to the high pressure of the
dt mixture in the reactor region, the win-
dow has to be thick and the triton will
suffer a lot of nuclear collision in this
window section. The same problem was en-



a particle can oe ionized by sort x-ray, A,
if we can make the vector potential order
of A»107 volt by the coherent radiation.

5. *- TRANSPORT AND SINGLE CRYSTAL WINDOW

In order to transport the *~ meson
from the target to the synthesizer region,
Petrov et al., (Ref. 15) devised the use of
a high magnetic B z field {11 Tesla), which
confines the trajectory of ir~ meson and its
decayed product v~ meson inside the sole-
noidal coil of 20 cm radius. Some of the
low energy *~ meson is emitted in the back-
ward direction as calculated by NMTC code
{Ref. 16) and (Ref. 15): to reflect these
n" mesons back into the direction of the
synthesizer, the use of a magnetic mirror
with B z - 16 Tesla is suggested by Petrov
et al. {Ref. 15).

Instead of using the magnetic mirror,
which has still small loss cone, by apply-
ing the strong B9 magnetic field created
by the Iz current, the *~ meson emitted
into backward direction can be reflected
back to the direction of the synthesizer.

dow has to be thick and the triton win
suffer a lot of nuclear collision in this
window section. The same problem was en-
countered in designing the old concept of
accelerator breeder {Ref. 20). To reduce
the nuclear collision in the window sec-
tion, a single crystal material might be
used for window material. The technology
of making a single crystal in a non-
gravitational environment has progressed
very rapidly in recent years. DeBrogie
wave lengths of high energy {-1 GeV) pro-
ton and triton {0.4fjn-0.7fm) are much
smaller than the interatomic distance in
the crystal (2-3A). The ratio {RN) of
nuclear collision to the electron collision
is the square of the (latt1ce_Sjaacing/
spread of composite nuclei /<x 2>). The x
is the deviation of the nuclei from its
equilibrium position and is expressed as
the funtion of crystal temperature and the
lattice phonon spectrum g(w).

<x2> = 3H »

"few ."1

dw



For the common crystal, the value of /<x2>
is on the order of 10~i0cm. Since the lat-
tice constants are on the order of 2-3A.,
RN is on the order of (4X10+1*)"1. Due to
this small value, we can reduce the nuclear
collision frequency by adopting the single
crystal window. By making alignment of the
beam direction and crystal axis, most of
the high energy accelerated particles will
be channelled through the single crystal
window without the nuclear collision.
Thus, we can alleviate the problem of
making unwanted production of ir~ meson,
radiation damage, and radiation hazard of
the beam window. However, these high ener-
gy particles collide with the electrons and
ionize them. The heat production, due to
these processes is in the order of 1 MeV/ctn
for z=l atom target, and this can be re-
duced using the higher energy particle.
The heat production is proportional to the
E'2 because (E is the particle energy).
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Dens li ty
( O / P 0 )

1.2

0.5

0.1

0.01

Method

tfo Multistep

Multistep (MS)
Mensifoikov et a l .

(11)

MS

MS

MS

R (*)

23.9

24.8
35.0

23.0

21.4

20.7

Sticking
Factor {%)

0.673

0.664
0.575

0.680

0.694

0.70

TABLE II Reactivation arid Sticking Factors
of dpd Fusion
p : Liquid Hydrogen Density

Oensity
<P/P0)

1.15

0.5

0.1

0.01

Method

No Multistep

Multistep (MS)

MS

MS

.MS

R m
12.21

12.49

9.75

6.72

5.41

Sticking
Factor (%]

12.15

12.10

12.3

13.1

13.3



TABLE III X-Ray Intensities Ratio

Density

Fusion Method v
3He(3+l)

dvd

dud

(P/PO=1

dyt

(P/PO»1

.15)

.0)

•2)

No Multistep

Multistep

Experiment

No Multistep

Experiment

No Multistep

u3He(2+l)

0.128

0.134

0.13+0.02

0.0553

0.053+0.007

u%He(3*l)
l/'HE^l)

0.128

V

0

0

0.0173

0.0199

,011±0.012

0.0161

.001±0.003

u^HEH+l)

0.01S9
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